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Two Historical Paradigms of LogicAbstract
When contemporary philosophers use, refer to, or study formal 
logic, the formal system in question is overwhelmingly first-order 
logic (FOL). But, insofar as logic is a tool for representing human 
inference, FOL is far from the only possible formal logic. In the 
late 1960s, American philosopher Fred Sommers (1923—2014) 
conceived a radically unconventional formal logic called TFL 
(Term-Functor Logic or Traditional Formal Logic), drawing on pre-
modern logical paradigms. The following decades saw successive, 
careful revisions by Sommers to TFL’s algorithms and notation, 
deep development of and fierce debate over TFL’s theoretical 
foundations, and increasing interest in the cognitive and linguistic 
merits of TFL. Sommers’ logical career thus offers a richly 
instructive example of the evolution of a formal logic, and poses a 
unique challenge to the logical orthodoxy of modern philosophy.

The Bigger Picture
- This investigation into Sommers is one piece in a larger project 
by Prof. Dirk Schlimm on the philosophy of notation of formal logic

- Studies in the philosophy of notation examine questions like:

 How do notations affect the way we think?

 How do mathematical and logical notations emerge from 
and contribute to the historical development of these fields?

 How can we compare and assess different notations?

- These studies are themselves part of a trend in philosophy of 
mathematics towards the philosophy of mathematical practice, 
wherein philosophers look closely at the work of actual 
mathematicians, present and historical, for new research 
programs and fresh insights into traditional problems

1. Traditional Period: ca. 350 B.C.—1879
People: Aristotle, Medieval scholastics, Gottfried Leibniz, George Boole

- General statements (e.g. “All puppies are dogs” or “Some dogs have fleas”) 
more important than singular statements (e.g. “Fido is a good boy”) 
- Subject-term and predicate-term are of the same kind
- Analyzes the internal structure of statements before compounds
- Models specific patterns of inference called syllogisms
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2. Modern Period: 1879—present
People: Gottlob Frege, Bertrand Russell, W.V.O. Quine

- Singular statements considered primitive; general statements constructed 
from singular ones via quantifiers
- Subject and predicate are of different kinds
- Inter-statement compounds more fundamental than internal structures
- Models a wide range of inferences

Fig. 1: Traditional parsing of the sentence “All classes are full”. Fig. 2: Modern parsing of the sentence “All classes are full”.
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1959: Ontological Origins
- Sommers theorizes that ontological categories can be 
revealed through plausible predication relations in language

- Plausible predications of “hungry”:
 hungry child
 hungry cow

- Requires a logic with term contrariety (e.g. hungry vs. 
non-hungry) and interchangeable subjects and predicates
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x hungry idea
x hungry rock

1967: Fractional Notation
- Sommers presents a notation for general statements, taking 
universal predication, term negation, and denial as primitive:

: All A are B         : not-B         : Not: All A are B

- Algorithm for syllogistic validity, based on algebraic rules:

·   valid (correct equation)

- Restraints necessary, and few inferences modelled: “The scheme 
is not meant to be a logical instrument of any generality” (78)

1970: Arithmetical Notation
- Presentation of a new, more powerful notation:

−S+P     All S are P −S+(−P) All S are non-P
+S+P     Some S is P +S+(−P) Some S is non-P

- Denial as outer, distributable minus: −(+S+P) = −S−P

- Compound statements rendered as general statements:
“If it’s raining, then the ground is wet”

↓
“All [cases of it raining] are [cases of the ground being wet]”

1973: Historical Justification
- Sommers appeals to Leibniz and Hobbes to 
justify his use of a plus-minus notation:

“Thomas Hobbes […] rightly stated that everything 
done by the mind is a computation, by which is 
understood either [an addition or a subtraction]. So 
just as there are two primary signs of algebra and 
analytics, + and –, in the same way there are, as it 
were, two copulas, ‘is’ and ‘is not.’”       

- Leibniz

1975: First Debates
- Sommers’ “Distribution Matters” 
(1975) fires directly at P.T. Geach’s 
criticisms of pre-modern logic in 
Logic Matters (1972)

 Does “some man” have reference?
- Sommers: Yes, to some man.
- Geach: But to which man?
- Sommers: The man in question!

1976: Relationals
- Use of subscripts for relational 
signs (from 1 to n! for n-place):

+A+(g1+B+C)      A gives B to C
+A+(g2+B+C) A gives C to B

… …
+A+(g6+B+C) C gives B to A

- By 1978, this is simplified to 
superscript n and fixed term order

1978: Cognition
- Paper considering logic as 
a “cognitive process” (39)

- Argues that logic is closest 
to how we actually think
when its syntax mirrors 
natural language

- Cites linguists Chomsky, 
Katz on need for contrariety

- In experiments 
with English- and 
Spanish-speaking 
children, F.C. Keil 
finds evidence for 
the predicative tree 
structure predicted 
in Sommers (1959)

1982-1983: Sommers v. Geach
- The Logic of Natural Language (1982) gives a 
deep philosophical background for TFL

- Geach previously argued for the primitivity 
of singulars and the dissimilarity of subjects 
and predicates; Sommers counters that Geach 
makes implicit, modern presuppositions

- Geach reviews the book harshly, sparking a 
heated back-and-forth of open letters

1979: Empirical Support

Fig. 3: Sample tree from Keil (1979)
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